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Abstract. To monitor and control the states of surrounding infrastructures in
smart grid, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been perceived to play an
important role in connecting diverse smart meters. However, it also incurs many
challenges on network security. Firstly, for WSNs, as data are stored and
maintained by a large number of sensors deployed in a distributed way, it is
significantly hard to ensure distributed data security by using traditional security
protection technologies that only can provides guarantees for small scale cen-
tralized local networks. Secondly, more fine-grained access control should be
provided for smart meters to adapt to the requirements of the multiparty com-
munications between smart grid stakeholders. In this paper, we propose a
security-aware distributed service composition scheme for WSNs based smart
metering in smart grid based on software defined networks (SDN). Case studies
demonstrate the feasibility of proposed scheme. To our best knowledge, this
paper is the first to realize software defined security architecture for WSNs based
smart metering in smart grid.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, since smart grid is evolving towards a user-centered and time-critical
application, both data security and networking security have gained increasing popu-
larity to support for various smart grid applications. Security protection usually requires
to monitor and control the states of underlying infrastructures. As a critical tool to
monitor and control the underlying infrastructures, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is
supposed to have tremendous potentials for smart metering in smart grid [1].
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The existing security issues in smart grid can be divided into two main branches
roughly including cyberspace security and physical infrastructure safety [2]. In
cyberspace security aspect, as a large number of smart devices are deployed in smart
grid, more and more data are stored and maintained in a distributed way that enables it
significantly harder to ensure distributed data security. In physical infrastructure safety
aspect, security threats incurred by hardware aging and misoperations have been
minimized significantly with advancement of various novel technologies [3]. Unfor-
tunately, communication latency and network congestion limit the direct usage of
existing security policies with high complexity and high time consuming [4], and high
packet loss rate may lead to service interruption, even cause a chain of accidents in
field-level networks of smart metering in smart grid [5].

Recently, researchers presented WSNs to monitor and control smart grid infras-
tructures. However, different from traditional centralized security architecture, in which
firewall, traffic control software and other complex products are usually deployed at the
export of an internal network. WSNs based smart metering achieves security threats by
deploying distributed sensors and aggregates data from the surrounding sensors. In this
paper, we propose a security-aware distributed service composition (SDSC) scheme. It
exploits software defined networks (SDN) to improve WSNs based smart metering in
smart grid.

2 Related Work

The existing security prevention approaches can be divided into two branches roughly:
(1) centralized model, and (2) distributed model. While cloud based smart grid have
better resilience, cloud itself faces many challenges on remote communication effi-
ciency. Distributed model consumes less bandwidth and energy. Therefore, distributed
model has gained increasing attention in recent years. For example, literature [6]
proposed a fine-grained distributed data access control to ensure sensed data security in
WSNs. However, different from traditional WSNs, it is infeasible for smart grid
monitoring to deploy diverse complex security applications due to high
time-consuming. Therefore, there are many challenges on WSNs based smart grid
monitoring [7].

SDN is a novel paradigm that decouples logic functions from data plane, and
implements them in a centralized controller. It has been perceived to have specific
capability for utilization by various wireless scenes. In [8], a stateful SDN solution
proposed for WSNs can reduce the amount of information exchanged between sensor
nodes and make sensor nodes programmable.

The Service Composition (SC) is a popular approach to implement value-added
services by combining other basic services in many application scenes (such as smart
building, QoS provisioning and next-generation service overlay network [9]). And also,
the prospects of SC for intelligent transportation and smart grid have traditionally been
addressed separately in literature [10]. With the SC, interoperability, flexibility and
reusability of a system can be improved significantly. However, due to the dynamicity
and heterogeneity of the target smart meters, the security services offered by advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) cannot be composed by extending existing Service
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Oriented Architecture (SOA) approaches simply. For SC in AMI, it may need the
integration of a number of real-world services, which must be an security-aware
process.

3 Modeling of SDSC Scheme

In this section, we describe the proposed SDSC scheme that allows networking security
functions to be deployed at sides of infrastructures in a distributed way adaptively and
dynamically.

3.1 Networking Model

The basic architecture is shown as illustrated in Fig. 1. With this architecture, the
visibility, flexibility and scalability of the whole network for WSNs based smart grid
metering can be improved significantly.

In smart grid, there are three constraints limiting the application of security policy
for dispersive infrastructures: (1) energy; (2) and network capability. In the following,
we set up a fined-grained optimization model to present proposed SDSC scheme. The
basic network model L is modeled as a non-reflexive logic graph HL ¼ VL;ELð Þ, where
VL ¼ n1; n2; . . .; nNf g is a set N logic nodes and EL ¼ eij

� �
, with i and j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N,

is a set of logic nodes, with eij
� �

connecting ni to nj. The security optimization model
is described by a Security Configuration Matrix. The Security Configuration Matrix is
defined by AB ¼ ABij

� �
, where ABij defines the security states after security policy

configured. For logic nodes VL, it is noted as ABV
ij ; for links eij

� �
, it is noted as ABE

ij .

The Used Logic Nodes Security Configuration Matrix is defined by ABuV ¼ ABuVij
h i

,

where ABuVij defines the security states of VL already configured to logic nodes.
ABuVij ¼ 1, when j� 2. The Used Link Security Configuration Matrix is defined by

ABuE ¼ ABuEij
h i

, where ABuEij defines the security states of eij
� �

already configured to

links.

Traffic control

Service selection

Protection Control

Software defined
networks (SDN)

WSNs based smart
grid monitoring

States
monitoring

Security-awaredistributed
services composition

Smartgrid security

Fig. 1. Basic logic architecture of the proposed SDSC scheme.
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3.2 The Resource-Constrained Model

The resource-constrained model is formulated by a Energy Matrix, a Network Capa-

bility Matrix. The Energy Matrix for logic nodes is defined by EV ¼ EV
ij

h i
. The Used

Logic Nodes Energy Matrix is defined by EuV ¼ EuVij
h i

, where EuVij defines the energy

of VL has been occupied. EuVij ¼ 0. The Network Capability Matrix is defined by

ADE ¼ ADE
ij

h i
. The Used Network Capability Matrix is defined by ADuE ¼ ADuEij

h i
,

where ADuEij defines the total network capability of eij
� �

already allocated to links.

3.3 Security Optimization

Both link security and node security are supported in our proposed scheme. The
Security Request Model are shown by divisions into the link security request model
and the node security request model as follows.

The Link Security Model
Let G be the number of requests that are processed simultaneously. The g-th request,
with g ¼ 1; 2; . . .;G, is defined by a set of Kg 2-node directed virtual graph
HVkg ¼ VVkg ;EVkgð Þ, with k ¼ 1; 2; . . .;Kg � Kg [ 1 represents for a complex data
delivery process, in which multiple source nodes and multiple destination nodes should

be connected. For each k; VVkg ¼ nkgs ; n
kg
d

n o
is a set of 2-nodes that consist of the

source node nkgs and the destination node nkgd � EVkg ¼ ekgsd
n o

denotes the virtual link

connecting nkgs and nkgd with bandwidth which is equal to adkg. We define boolean

Xkg ¼ xkgij
h i

, where:

xkgij ¼ 1 if ekgij
n o

uses eij
� �

0 otherwise

(
ð1Þ

and by definition xkgii ¼ 0; 8i.
The virtual-to-logic link mapping is formulated as xkgij �Aij; 8 i; jð Þ, which guaran-

tees only existing links are assigned for link requests. The network capability of each
link is usually limited, bandwidth allocated for each link should satisfy this constraint:

XG
g¼1

XKg

k¼1

xkgij � adEkg �ADE
ij � ADuEij ; 8 i; jð Þ ð2Þ

This constraint guarantees that link bandwidth will not exceed the total network
capability. The link security request mapping is formulated as the following equation:
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XG
g¼1

XKg

k¼1

xkgij � Zkg
ij �ABE

ij � ABuEij ; 8 i; jð Þ ð3Þ

The Node Security Model
In this paper, the energy consumption of security service on a logic node is defined by
E ¼ Ex½ �, with x ¼ c; e; r; af g. For logic nodes VL, it is noted as EV

x . Considering the

Energy Matrix EV ¼ EV
ij

h i
defined in advance, the g-th request of logic node require Eg

x

energy. They should satisfy the following constraints:

XG
g¼1

sum Eg
x

� ��EV
ij ð4Þ

Where sum �f g is an addition operator. For example, sum Eg
x

� � ¼ Eg
c þEg

e þ
Eg
r þEg

a .
The design of the Objective Function is affected by multidimensional considera-

tions. Firstly, data are usually delivered by using publisher/subscriber mode or
broadcast/multicast mode. Therefore, data flows in the network often suffer from traffic
fluctuation. To reduce packet loss and latency time, and guarantee the end-to-end
communication efficiency, traffic control involved network applications such as
multi-path transmission, rate control and congestion must try to gain the highest
revenues.

4 Analysis

In this section, we will discuss how our proposed scheme applies to the WSNs based
smart grid metering. We use Tx; Ux;Ax; Ex to represent traffic control, user authenti-
cation, access control and exception auditing separately. The value of each element
may not be quantified. For non-quantified attributes in Table 1, classical
binary-classifier can be used to build a machine learning system. Each node has to
compute a a series of energy consumption Ec and computation complexity Cc. The
computation equation is listed as deduced in Sect. 3.

Table 1. Security services and protection level.

Protection
level

QoS
services

Traffic
control

User
authentication

Access
control

Exception
auditing

1 �Q1 � T1 �U1 �A1 �E1

2 �Q2 � T2 �U2 �A2 �E2

3 �Q3 � T3 �U3 �A3 �E3

… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

W �Qw � Tw �Uw �Aw �Ew
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Compared with other works, our work provides a multidimensional security-aware
functions including priority, configuration, access control and authentication, while
others work usually focusing on data aggregation. The security of WSNs based smart
grid metering is enhanced at the cost of additional overhead. The SDSC scheme
designed for WSNs based smart grid using SDN simplifies the logic management
complexity at a price of extra implementation computation. The more sensors deployed
in the network, the less average extra overhead the scheme will cost (Table 2).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a security-aware distributed service composition (SDSC)
scheme for WSNs based smart grid metering based on software defined networks
(SDN). The feasibility of the proposed scheme is demonstrated by analysis. For dis-
tributed data security, SDSC scheme supports LN-aware fine-grained protection by
using dynamic security policy configuration. For time-critical applications, commu-
nication latency and network congestion can be reduced significantly.
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